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I just love the phrase book!!! I've been playing with it all week. It will take some time for
the meanings to sink in, but in the meantime, it's fun just to say the words aloud. I will
probably write some numbers inside the cover. Otherwise it has everything. You must

have been taking careful notes on everything you said on your trips to Italia.

The Best Learn Travel Italian Book in the market. Dont get caught traveling to Italy without it.
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Videos of Italy

I just went to the Learn Travel Italian website and boy am I impressed! What a
wonderful job you and your team have done with everything. I went through the
conversational phrases and learned a lot just from that alone. I'll have to check the

website every month and see what new recipes are there!

Conversational Italian for Travels has been an invaluable source of learning the
language for me. It is filled with great vocabulary to help me in my upcoming trip to Italy.

I found your audio files to be of great help. I just returned from Italy where I spent 2
week traveling across the country. Your audio files were very just want I needed in my
trip. I am very happy I used the audio files on your website.

The Travel And Learn Italian book helped me tremendously on my trip to Italy. It made
my trip easy and was able to interact with people in Venice without any major issues. I
highly recommend the book to anyone traveling to Italy.

I just wanted to share with you my experience with your book. My husband is from Italy
and his parents don’t speak English. So before we left, I purchased a copy of your book
and it has been very useful to me. I was so happy because not only could I say a few

phrases and sentences but I was also able to understand what they say and sometimes even
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contribute to their conversation a little bit.

*Conversational Italian for Travelers text book in PDF format - Coming soon!
*Conversational Italian for Travelers Audio Dialogue Practice Book (Volume 1) in PDF & MP3 formats
*Sample chapters
*Italian Culture Note section updated each month
*Free Italian recipes updated each month
*Genuine Italian Scopa cards for purchase
*Wood veneer keep sake postcards and invitations for purchase
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